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Abstract. Emerging patterns are patterns of a great interest for char-
acterizing classes. This task remains a challenge, especially with graph
data. In this paper, we propose a method to mine the whole set of
frequent emerging graph patterns, given a frequency threshold and an
emergence threshold. Our results are achieved thanks to a change of the
description of the initial problem so that we are able to design a process
combining efficient algorithmic and data mining methods. Experiments
on a real-world database composed of chemicals show the feasibility and
the efficiency of our approach.
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1 Introduction

Discovering knowledge from large amounts of data and data mining methods
are useful in a lot of domains such as chemoinformatics. One of the goals in
chemoinformatics is to establish relationships between chemicals (or molecules)
and a given activity (e.g., toxicity). Such a relationship may be characterized
by patterns associating atoms and chemical bonds. A difficulty of the task is
the number of potential patterns which is very large. By reducing the number
of extracted patterns to those of a potential interest given by the user, the
constraint-based pattern mining [12] provides efficient methods. A very useful
constraint is the emerging constraint [5]: emerging patterns (EPs) are patterns
whose frequency strongly varies between two classes (the frequency of a pattern
P is the number of examples in the database supporting P ). EPs enable us
to characterize classes (e.g., toxic versus non-toxic chemicals) in a quantitative
and qualitative way. EPs are at the origin of various works such as powerful
classifiers [9]. From an applicative point of view, we can quote various works on
the characterization of biochemical properties or medical data [10].

Even if a lot of progress has recently been made in the constraint-based pat-
tern mining, mining EPs remains difficult because the anti-monotone property
which is at the core of powerful pruning techniques in data mining [11] cannot
be applied. As EPs are linked to the pattern frequency, naive approaches for
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mining EPs extract frequent patterns in a class and infrequent patterns in the
set of the other classes because the frequency and infrequency constraints sat-
isfy (anti-)monotone properties and therefore there are techniques to mine such
a combination of constraints. Unfortunately, such an approach only extract a
subset of the whole set of EPs. That it is why some techniques use handlings
of borders but it is very expensive [5]. In the context of patterns made of items
(i.e., database objects are described by items), an efficient method based on a
prefix-freeness operator leading to interval pruning was proposed [13,14]. More
generally, most of the works on EPs are devoted to the itemset area and there
are very few attempts in areas such as chemoinformatics where chemicals are
graphs [2,4]. These last two works are based on a combination of monotone and
anti-monotone constraints and do not extract the whole collection of EPs. Min-
ing patterns in a graph dataset is a much more challenging task than mining
patterns in itemsets.

In this paper, we tackle this challenge of mining emerging graph patterns. Our
main contribution is to propose a method mining all frequent emerging graph
patterns. This result is achieved by a change of the description of the initial
problem in order to be able to use efficient algorithmic and data mining methods
(see Section 3). In particular, all frequent connected emerging subgraphs are
produced; they correspond to the patterns of cardinality 1. These subgraphs are
useful because they are the most understandable subgraphs from the chemical
point of view. The patterns of cardinality greater than one capture the emerging
power of associations of connected subgraphs. A great feature of our method is
to be able to extract all frequent emerging graph patterns (given a frequency
threshold and an emergence threshold) and not only particular EPs. Finally, we
present a case study on a chemical database provided by the Environnement
Protection Agency. This experiment shows the feasibility of our approach and
suggests promising chemical investigations on the discovery of toxicophores.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines preliminary definitions
and related work. Our method for mining all frequent emerging graph patterns
is described in Section 3. Experiments showing the efficiency of our approach
and results on the chemical dataset are given in Section 4.

2 Context and Motivations

2.1 Notation and Definitions

Graph terminology. In this text, we consider simple labeled graphs. We recall
here some important notions related to these graphs. A graph G(V,E) consists
of two sets V and E. An element of V is called a vertex of G. An element
of E is called an edge of G, an edge corresponds to a pair of vertices. Two
edges are adjacent if they share a common vertex. A walk is a sequence of edges
such that two consecutive edges are adjacent. A graph G is connected if any
two of its vertices are linked by a walk. Two graphs G1(V1, E1) and G2(V2, E2)
are isomorphic if there exists a bijection ψ : V1 −→ V2 such that for every
u1, v1 ∈ V1, {u1, v1} ∈ E1 if and only if {ψ(u1), ψ(v1)} ∈ E2; ψ is called an
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isomorphism. Given two graphs G′(V ′, E′) and G(V,E), G′ is a subgraph of G
if (a) V ′ is a subset of V and E′ is a subset of E or if (b) G′ is isomorphic
to a subgraph of G. Given a family of graphs D and a frequency threshold fD,
a graph G is a frequent subgraph (of (D, fD)) if G is a subgraph of at least
fD graphs of D ; a frequent connected subgraph is a frequent subgraph that is
connected.

Graphs encountered in the text carry information by the meaning of labellings
of the vertices and of the edges. The labellings do not affect the previous defini-
tions, except that an isomorphism has to preserve the labels. A molecular graph
is a labelled graph that depicts a chemical structure: a vertex represents an
atom, an edge represents a chemical bond. Fig. 1(a) displays molecular graphs.
The graph G0 (see Fig. 1(b)) is (isomorphic to) a subgraph of molecules 1, 3
and 5 in Fig. 1(a) and therefore its frequency is 3. Assuming now that D is par-
titioned into two subsets (or classes) D1 and D2. For instance, in Fig. 1(a), its
top part D1 gathers toxic molecules and its bottom part D2 non-toxic molecules.
With a frequency threshold of 2 both for D1 and D2, G0 is a frequent graph in
D1 but it is infrequent in D2.

The problem of mining all the frequent connected subgraphs of (D, fD) is
called the discovery of the Frequent Connected SubGraphs (FCSG). It relies on
multiple subgraph isomorphism. Given a couple of graphs (G′, G), the prob-
lem of deciding if G′ is isomorphic to a subgraph of G is named the Subgraph
Isomorphism Problem (SI). SI is NP-complete [7, p. 64]. The problem remains
NP-complete if we restrict the input to connected graphs. Consequently, the dis-
covery of the FCSGs is NP-Complete. The labellings do not change the class of
complexity of SI and the discovery of the FCSGs.

In the following, we will need to compute the frequency of a set of graphs G
(i.e. a graph pattern). F(G,D) denotes the graphs of D that include every graph
of G as a subgraph (F(G,D) = {GD ∈ D : ∀G ∈ G, G is a subgraph of GD}).
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For example, the graph pattern made of G0 and the graph C O named G1 has
a frequency of 2 in D (it is a subgraph of molecules 1 and 3). In this paper, a
graph pattern is composed of connected graphs.

Emerging Graph Pattern (EGP). As introduced earlier, an emerging graph pat-
tern G is a set of graphs whose frequency increases significantly from one subset
(or class) to another. The capture of contrast brought by G from D2 to D1 is
measured by its growth rate GRD1(G) defined as:

⎧⎨
⎩

0, if F(G,D1) = ∅ and F(G,D2) = ∅
∞, if F(G,D1) �= ∅ and F(G,D2) = ∅
|D2|×|F(G,D1)|
|D1|×|F(G,D2)| , otherwise (|.| denotes the cardinality of a set)

Therefore, the definition of an EGP is given by:

Definition 1 (Emerging Graph Pattern). Let D be a set of graphs partioned
into two subsets D1 and D2. Given a growth threshold ρ, a set of connected graphs
G is an emerging graph pattern from D2 to D1 if GRD1(G) ≥ ρ

We can now provide the terms of the problem of mining the whole set of frequent
EGPs:

Definition 2 (FrequentEmergingGraphPatternExtraction (FEGPE))

Input: let D be a set of graphs partitioned into two subsets D1 and D2, fD1 a
frequency threshold in D1 and ρ a growth threshold

Output: the set of the frequent emerging graph patterns with their growth rate
from D2 to D1 according to fD1 and ρ.

The length of a graph pattern denotes its cardinality. Note that the set of frequent
EGPs of length 1 from D2 to D1 corresponds to the set of frequent emerging
connected graphs from D2 to D1.

For the sake of simplicity, the definitions are given with only with two classes
but all the results hold with more than two classes (it is enough to consider that
D2 = D\D1, as usual in the EP area [5]). Following our example, with fD1 = 2
and ρ = 2, the FEGPE problem provides 273 intervals [14] (see Section 3)
condensing the frequent emerging graph patterns including G0 (GR1(G0) = 2)
and the graph pattern G made of G0 and G1 (GR1(G) = ∞).

2.2 Related Work: Extraction of Discriminative Subgraphs

Several methods have been designed for discovering subgraphs that are correlated
to a given class.

Molfea [8] uses a levelwise algorithm [11] enabling the extraction of linear
subgraphs (chains) which are frequent in a set of “positive” graphs and infre-
quent in a set of “negative” graphs. However, the restriction to linear subgraphs
disables a direct extraction of the graphs containing a branching point or a cycle.
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Moss [1,2] is a program dedicated to mine molecular substructure; it can be
extended to find the discriminative fragments. Given two frequency thresholds
fM and fm, a discriminative fragment corresponds to a connected subgraph
whose frequency is above fM in a set of “positive” graphs and is below fm

in a set of “negative” graphs. This definition differs from the usual notion of
emergence which is based on the growth rate as introduced in the previous
section. Indeed, mining all discriminative fragments according to the thresholds
fM and fm do not ensure extracting all EPs having a growth rate higher than
fM/fm or another given growth rate threshold. At the contrary, we will see that
our approach follows the usual notion of emergence.

Another work has been dedicated to the discovery of the contrast subgraphs
[15]. A contrast subgraph is a graph that appears in the set of the “positive”
graphs but never in the set of the “negative” graphs. Although this notion is very
interesting, it requires a lot of computation. To the best of our knowledge, the
calculus is limited to one “positive” graph and the mining of a graph exceeding
20 vertices brings up a significant challenge. Furthermore, contrast subgraphs
correspond to jumping emerging patterns (i.e., EPs with a growth rate equals
∞) and therefore are a specific case of the general framework of EPs.

3 Mining Frequent Emerging Graph Patterns

This section presents our method for mining frequent emerging graph patterns.
We start by giving the key ideas and the three steps of our method.
Outline. Let D be a set of graphs partioned into two subsets D1 and D2. Our
main idea is to change the description of the initial problem in order to be able to
use efficient algorithmic and data mining methods. Briefly speaking, for mining
the whole set of the frequent EGPs from D2 to D1, we start by only extracting
the frequent connected subgraphs in D1. Then, by using a subgraph isomorphism
method, both molecules of D1 and D2 are described with the frequent connected
subgraphs as new features. This change of description of the problem brings a
twofold advantage. First, as EGPs can only stem from these new features, it is
enough in D2 to focus on candidate patterns made of these features. It strongly
reduces the number of candidate patterns and this is precious especially in D2

because we have in this dataset to deal with graphs with very low frequency.
Second, it enables us to set the problem in an itemset context from which we can
reuse efficient results on the emerging constraint. Finally, we solve the FEGPE
problem described in Section 2.1.
Main steps of our method. Fig. 2 depicts the three main steps of our method:

1) extracting the frequent connected subgraphs in D1 according to the frequency
threshold fD1 . This is the FCSG problem.

2) for each graph GD of D and for each connected graph G resulting from 1),
we successively test if G is a subgraph of GD. For that purpose, we have to
solve multiple SI problems. For that task, we use our own implementation
of J.R. Ullmann’s algorithm [16]. Then the dataset can be recoded such that
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Fig. 2. The three steps of the process: extracting FCSGs (up), describing the input
graphs using the FCSGs as features (down-right) and extracting frequent EGPs (down-
left)

each row is a graph G of D and each column indicates if a frequent connected
graph issued from 1) is present or not in G.

3) the problem is then described by items (presence or absence of each frequent
connected graph) and we are able to use an efficient method (i.e., Music-dfs)
based on itemsets to discover the frequent emerging graph patterns.

There are several methods to solve the FCSG problem. The algorithms
are classified into two families: the Apriori-Based algorithms and the Pattern-
Growth-Based algorithms. The two families have been compared for mining sets
of chemical graphs [3]: the Apriori-Based algorithms spend less time while the
Pattern-Growth-Based algorithms consume less memory. A comparison of four
Pattern-Growth-Based algorithms has been conducted in [18]. For mining a set of
chemical graphs, gSpan [19] consumes less memory and runs faster than the other
ones. For these reasons, we have chosen gSpan for extracting frequent connected
subgraphs. Moreover, gSpan is available on http://illimine.cs.uiuc.edu/
under GNU GPL License Version 21.

Frequent emerging graph patterns are mined by using Music-dfs2. This tool
offers a set of syntactic and aggregate primitives to specify a broad spectrum of
constraints in a flexible way, for data described by items [14]. Then Music-dfs
mines soundly and completely all the patterns satisfying a given set of input

1 http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl/html
2 http://www.info.univ-tours.fr/~soulet/music-dfs/music-dfs.html

http://illimine.cs.uiuc.edu/
http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl/html
http://www.info.univ-tours.fr/~soulet/music-dfs/music-dfs.html
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Table 1. Excerpt from the EPAFHM database: 395 molecules partitioned into two
subsets according to the measure of LC50

Class Subset Toxicity LC50 measure Number of molecules

1 toxic D1 LC50 ≤ 10mg/l 223

2 non-toxic D2 100mg/l ≤ LC50 172

constraints. The efficiency of Music-dfs lies in its depth-first search strategy
and a safe pruning of the pattern space by pushing the constraints. The con-
straints are applied as early as possible. The pruning conditions are based on
intervals. Here, an interval denominates a set of patterns that include a same
prefix-free pattern P and that are included in the prefix-closure of P (see [14]
for more details). Whenever it is computed that all the patterns included in
an interval simultaneously satisfy (or not) the constraint, the interval is posi-
tively (negatively) pruned without enumerating all its patterns [14]. The output
of Music-dfs enumerates the intervals satisfying the constraint. Such an in-
terval condensed representation improves the output legibility and each pattern
appears in only one interval. In our context, this tool enables us to use the
emerging and frequency constraints.

Our approach ensures to produce the whole set of frequent EGPs because the
FCSG step extracts all the connected subgraphs and Music-dfs is complete
and correct for the pattern mining step.

4 Experiments on Chemical Data

Experiments are presented according to the three steps of our method. They
show the feasibility of our approach and provide quantitative results.

The dataset gathers molecules stored in EPA Fathead Minnow Acute Toxicity
Database [6] (EPAFHM). It has been generated by the Environment Protection
Agency (EPA) of the United-States, it has been used to elaborate expert systems
predicting the toxicity of chemicals [17]. From EPAFHM, we have selected the
molecules classified as toxic and non-toxic, toxicity being established according to
the measure of LC50. The resulting set D contains 395 molecules (Table 1) and it
is partitioned into two subsets: D1 contains toxic molecules (223 molecules) and
D2 contains non-toxic molecules (172 molecules). Experiments were conducted
on a computer running Linux operating system with a dual processor at 2.83
GHz and a RAM of 1.9 Gio.

Extraction of the FCSGs. As already said, we use gSpan to extract the set of
FCSGs. The input set of graphs is the set D1. The frequency threshold fD1

varies from 1 % to 10 % with a step of 1 %. For each calculation, we measure
the number of frequent connected subgraphs extracted and the computing time.
Results are displayed in Fig.3.

First, as expected, the number of extracted subgraphs decreases exponentially
as the frequency increases. It takes 8 seconds to extract 49438 subgraphs (fD1 =
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Fig. 3. Extraction of FCSGs according to the frequency threshold

Table 2. Measures on SI according to frequency threshold

frequency
threshold 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

number of
descriptors 49438 3492 956 558 416 291 198 157 121 110

avg time
to describe 139 7.49 2.04 1.18 0.870 0.612 0.420 0.329 0.255 0.250
a graph (sec)

avg time per
isomorphism 2.27 10−3 2.11 10−3 2.09 10−3 2.12 10−3 2.10 10−3 2.09 10−3 2.12 10−3 2.13 10−3 2.14 10−3 2.82 10−3

(sec)

1%) and 1 second to extract 110 subgraphs (fD1 = 10%). Second, the computing
time is strongly related to the number of extracted subgraphs: the average time to
extract one FCSG varies from 1 10−4 second to 2 10−4 second. Third, the average
size of an extracted subgraph decreases as frequency increases: from a average
size of 14 vertices (fD1 = 1%) to an average size of 5 vertices (fD1 = 10%).

Description of the Graphs Using Subgraphs as Features. As in the previous ex-
periment, fD1 varies from 1% to 10% with a step of 1%. For each frequency
threshold, the set of descriptors is the set of FCSGs extracted from D1. Each
graph of D is then recoded according to these descriptors, one SI is required for
recoding each descriptor. We count the number of successful SIs and we measure
the computing time. Results are displayed on Table.2.

Obviously, the number of descriptors decreases as the frequency threshold in-
creases (see the previous experiment). The average computing time to describe
a graph decreases as the the number of descriptors decreases: it takes 140 sec-
onds with 49438 descriptors (fD1 = 1%) and 0.250 second with 110 descriptors
(fD1 = 10%). As the size of each descriptor remains small, the average time
per isomorphism is stable (around 2 10−3 second). Consequently, the average
computing time to describe a graph is strongly correlated to the number of
descriptors.

Extraction of Frequent EGPs. The input dataset is the set D recoded with the
FCSGs extracted from D1 under a frequency threshold of 5% (416 descriptors).
The growth rate threshold ρ varies from 2 to 20 with a step of 1. For each
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Fig. 4. Extraction of the frequent EGPs according to the growth rate threshold

value of ρ, we indicate the number of intervals mined by Music-dfs. We also
indicate the number of frequent emerging connected subgraphs as these graphs
are of particular interest in chemoinformatics. Recall that the set of frequent
emerging connected subgraphs corresponds to the set of frequent EGPs of length
1. Computing time is not provided because it is always very fast (Music-dfs
always extracts all emerging graph patterns in less than one second). Results are
displayed on Fig.4.

The number of intervals decreases as ρ increases: it varies from 6000 (ρ = 2)
to 1000 (ρ = 20). The number of emerging graphs decreases as growth rate
threshold ρ increases: it varies from 300 (ρ = 2) to 140 (ρ = 20). Interestingly,
such experiments depict the speed of decreasing of the number of patterns ac-
cording to the growth rate threshold. We are also able to extract the jumping
emerging patterns (see Section 2.2, page 49). An EGP is a jumping emerging
pattern if it is always extracted whatever the value of the growth rate is. For this
experiment, there are 635 jumping emerging patterns, 69 of them are of length
1. These latters are of particular interest for the toxicologist.

An overall result of these experiments is to show that mining emerging graph
patterns from real-world chemical dataset is feasible. About use of EGPs in
chemoinformatics, these patterns are currently used by the toxicologists in the
search for discovering toxicophores because these latter are strongly present in
toxic molecules and may be responsible of their toxicity. However, toxicity does
not rely on the sole presence of a toxicophore (a pattern of length one). Indeed
many toxicophores could be inhibited by a neighboring fragment. Although our
tool underlines these interactions, we still don’t know how to explain the patterns
of length greater than one.

We are now processing a bigger dataset excerpted from the Registry of Toxic
Effects of Chemical Substances (http://www.cchst.ca/products/rtecs/). This
set contains more than 10 000 molecular graphs, along with their toxicity mea-
sures. The EGPs resulting from this experiment will provide valuable information
for toxicologists.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have investigated the notion of emerging graphs and we have
proposed a method to mine emerging graph patterns. A strength of our approach

http://www.cchst.ca/products/rtecs/
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is to extract all frequent emerging graph patterns (given thresholds of frequency
and emerging) and not only particular emerging patterns.In the particular case
of patterns of length 1, all frequent connected emerging subgraphs are produced.
Our results are achieved thanks to a change of the description of the initial prob-
lem so that we are able to design a process combining efficient algorithmic and
data mining methods. Experiments on a real-world database composed of chem-
icals have shown the feasibility and the efficiency of our approach. Further work
is to better investigate the use of such patterns in chemoinformatics, especially
for discovering toxicophores. A lot of data can be modeled by graphs and, obvi-
ously, emerging graph patterns may be used for instance in text mining or gene
regulation networks.
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